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6CCS3SAD/7CCSMDAS 

Software Architecture & Design 
Tutorial 

Tutorial 3 – Compound Components, Basic Styles 

Introduction 

The following questions are all based on the same example. 

Consider a library system with three kinds of user: administrators, lending clerks and users.  

 Administrators are librarians who maintain the collection of books: ordering new books 
from bookshops and sending damaged books out to a book repairing company. Administra-
tors also set up and maintain user accounts. Finally, administrators can help users find 
books they require using the library catalogue. 

 Users can browse the library catalogue to find books they require, and also can view their 
own details (what they have borrowed, fines owing, etc). Users perform these tasks via the 
library webpage at terminals in the library and at home. 

 Clerks stand at the loans desk and either lend books to users or check in returned books. 

We will consider a specification of the overall system architecture, except the UI side. Here is a 
picture of the architecture. 
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The tasks associated with the three users of the system are grouped into three components: 

1. AdminSys provides all the functionality needed for an administrator, via the IAdminView 

interface. It can administer user details, catalogue details and maintenance issues via the 

required IUserAdmin, ICatalogueAdmin and IMaintenanceAdmin interfaces. 

2. BrowserSys provides all the functionality needed for a user, via the IBrowserView inter-

face. The component is used to view user and catalogue details, via the IUserInfo and 

ICatalogueInfo interfaces. 

3. LoansDeskSys provides all the functionality needed for the loans desk clerk, via the 

ILoansDeskView provided interface. It permits the borrowing and returning of books via 

the required IBorrow and IReturn interfaces. 

The remaining components and interfaces of the system are sketched as follows: 

 UserSys handles business logic relating to the maintenance of user details. It provides two 

interfaces, IUserInfo and IUserAdmin. The former interface provides a read-only view of 

user data. The latter interface enables new user data to be added or deleted (e.g., the meth-
ods for adding a new library user are in this interface). The component accesses user data 
from a database source component. A required connection to this source is represented by 

the required interface IDBConnection.  

 LoansSys handles the business logic relating to loans of books—from lending and returning 

books to sending out fines. It provides two interfaces for functionality relating to borrowing 

and returning books, IBorrow and IReturn. It requires a component with interface        

ISendFines, to handle printing out fines and overdue notices to be sent to users. 

 PenaltySys is a component that handles printing out fines and overdue notices to be sent 

to users, exposing this functionality via the provided interface ISendFines. 

 CatalogueSys is used to manage the collection of books. ICatalogueInfo permits a 

read-only view of catalogue data (e.g., where a book is located, if it is borrowed, when it will 

be due back, etc). ICatalogueAdmin enables new data to be added or deleted (e.g., when 

a person joins or leaves the library). 

 MaintenanceSys relates to the business logic of maintaining the catalogue—in particular, 

repairing damaged books and ordering new books. The maintenance system is semi-
automated—for example, the system can monitor the catalogue and re-order highly popular 
books. It also imposes constraints and rules on the business of maintenance: books that 
cannot be repaired are re-ordered. The component sends requests for book repairs via the 

required IRepairRequest interface. The component sends requests for new book orders 

via the required IProcurement interface. The component accesses and changes the li-

brary catalogue via ICatalogueAdmin—for example, when a book is sent to be repaired, 

its status in the catalogue should change. Maintenance administration can also be per-

formed via a client of this component, through the provided IMaintenanceAdmin interface.  

 RepairsSys handles the task assignment for books to be repaired. Simple repairs are as-

signed to in-house to librarians; complicated repairs are sent to an external specialist. Exter-

nal repair requests are sent to the specialist company via the required IExternalRepairs 

interface. 

 OrderingSys handles the business logic relating to procurement of books. The component 

performs a variety of functions—for instance, it can prioritize the list of books to be ordered 
according to budget or popularity. Orders are sent to the library’s chosen distributor via the 

IOrder required interface. Book requests and maintenance of orders are made via the pro-

vided IProcurement interface. 
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 DB is a database source component, enabling other components to access the system data-

base. All connections to this source are via the IDBConnection interface. (Note: this is a 

platform independent abstraction—in reality, we would program a database source compo-

nent using something like ADO.NET, and IDBConnection would be replaced by several in-

terfaces). 

Exercise 1 – Structuring the architecture 

This architecture is too big and complex. Can you make it more manageable by replacing two 
(separate) groups of components by two composite components? Redraw the architecture with 
composite components shown! (Be careful with your notation! In an exam, marks will be taken off 
for not complying to the visual standard.) 

Note that there are several reasonably good ways to do this. Justify your particular choice! 

Exercise 2 – Component realizations 

Recall that the realizations of a component are any UML entity that can be used in the implemen-
tation of the component. This includes other components. Redraw the composite components 
you identified in Question 1 to show the realization composition of the components! Draw this 
composition using Diagram 1 and Diagram 2 of the notes (no need for diagram 3, as that is more 
useful if the insides of your components were other UML entities)! 

Exercise 3 – Pipes & Filters 

The RepairSys component involves several tasks: initial processing of a request for repair (this 

task might involve, for instance, logging), deciding whether the book should be repaired or dis-
carded, deciding whether to repair the book in-house or not and, if the book must be repaired ex-
ternally, sending the request on to a specialist repair company.  

Can you design the architecture for this task flow using the pipes and filter style?  

Exercise 4 – Wrapping up (advanced) 

Can you turn RepairSys into a composite component, showing its internal structure, using your 

answer to Exercise 3? (Be careful with your notation! In an exam, marks will be taken off for not 
complying to the visual standard.) 


